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P

atched homolog 2 (PTCH2) is the receptor for sonic hedgehog,
a secreted molecule implicated in the formation of embryonic
structures and in tumorigenesis. PTCH2 associates with the
smoothened protein to transduce hedgehog signals. PTCH2 has
been shown to be mutated in medulloblastomas and in somatic
basal cell carcinomas, suggesting a role in the development of
some tumors. Alternative transcript variants have been described,
but their biological function has not been determined.
Buffers
Purified rabbit polyclonal antibody supplied in PBS with 0.09% (W/V)
sodium azide. This antibody is purified through a protein G column
and eluted out with both high and low pH buffers and neutralized
immediately after elution then followed by dialysis against PBS.
Immunogen
KLH conjugated synthetic peptide comprised of amino acids 1 17 [MTRSPPLRELPPSYTPP] of the human patched homolog 2
(PTCH2) protein.
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Application:

Cat. No.

PAB-11031

Animal ID

Rb0355-0356

Host

Rabbit

Reactivity

Human

Format

Purified

Accession number

NM_003738

Amount

100 µg

Alternative Name(s): PTC2

Tested by peptide-specific ELISA (1:1,000).
Storage
Maintain refrigerated at 2-8ºC for up to 6 months. For long term
storage store at -20ºC. Avoid repeated freeze-thaw cycles.
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